TELEVISION – BEWARE!
It is time to stop the Destroyer from continuing his efforts in your home!
--------Excerpts from Psalm 101:2b-7, King David speaking from his own pure heart: “I
walk in the midst of my house with a perfect heart. I set no matter of Belial
(Satan/Lucifer/Evil) before my eyes…A perverse heart turns away from
me…Him who secretly slanders his neighbor I cut off; I do not tolerate one who
has a haughty look and a proud heart. My eyes are on the trustworthy of the
land…He who walks in a perfect way… He who practices deceit does not dwell
in my house. He who speaks lies does not stand in my presence…” (Italics mine)
Psalm 97:10: “You who love Yahuweh, hate evil!”
Proverbs 8:12-13: “I, wisdom, have dwelt with insight, and I find knowledge,
foresight. The fear of Yahuweh is to hate evil. I have hated pride and
arrogance, and the evil way, and the perverse mouth. Council is mine, and
sound wisdom; I am understanding, mightiness is mine”. In Proverbs 8, Messiah
is personified as wisdom.
Isaiah 33:14-17: “Sinners in Zion shall be afraid; trembling shall grip the
defiled ones. `Who of us shall dwell with the devouring fire? Who of us shall
dwell with everlasting burnings?’ He who walks righteously and speaks what is
straight, he who rejects the gain of oppressions, who keeps his hands from
accepting bribes, who stops his ears from hearing of bloodshed, and shuts his
eyes from seeing evil—he shall inhabit the heights, strongholds of rocks shall be
his refuge. His bread shall be given to him, his water be steadfast. Your eyes
shall the King in His comeliness, and see a land that is far off”.
Protecting ourselves by not indulging purposely in watching evil—enjoying it as
entertainment (murder mysteries, war dramas, sitcoms, talk shows, news that
indulges in sadistic wickedness, etc.)—will protect our soul and spirit as we go
through the time of the most evil ever poured out on the earth. Messiah warns
us: Matthew 24:21-22: “For then there shall be great distress such as has not
been since the beginning of the world until this time, no nor ever shall be. And
if those days were not shortened, no flesh would be saved…”
From: Television: The Weapon of Mind Destruction
http://www.wariscrime.com/2008/12/23/video/television-the-weapon-ofmind-destruction/
YouTube_ http://www.youtube.com/user/aenfroy87
935 views, December 23, 2008
Television is the most powerful weapon of psychological warfare in history
and yet it is a member of the family in most households. The programming
that we are constantly assaulted with conditions us to a particular worldview.

This fake reality changes our behavior making us less active and more
compliant with society’s shortcomings. Since television is controlled by a
small handful of powerful corporations, viewers will never witness
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informing, truthful news and entertainment. As political and corporate power
unite at an ever-increasing rate, being informed is more important than ever.
People need to seek out independent and alternative unbiased sources on the
Internet for their information or we will continue to be manipulated by the
corporate controlled media.
Transcript David Icke: “Most of humanity is in an absolute hypnotic trance
that they’re put in from cradle to grave by constant repetition of a fake
reality and when we wake up from this we will not be subservient.”
Jordan Maxwell: “The bottom line is that the government is getting what they
ordered. They do not want your children to be educated. They do not want you
to think too much. That is why our country and our world has become so
proliferated with entertainments, mass media, television shows, amusement
parks, drugs, alcohol, and every kind of entertainment to keep the human
mind entertained so that you don’t get in the way of important people by
doing too much thinking. You better wake up and understand that there are
people who are guiding your life and you don’t even know it.”
http://www.wariscrime.com/2008/12/23/video/television-the-weapon-ofmind-destruction/#
Steven Jacobson: “Television is the most powerful weapon of psychological
warfare in history. The programming that we are constantly assaulted by
throughout our lives conditions us. It programs us to a particular worldview.
Now, we may consider it normal because we were born into this system of
lies and deception. And because we were born into this situation and our
parents were born into it and have suffered from it, we don’t know any
better.”
Aldous Huxley: “What I may call the messages of Brave New World, but it is
possible to make people contented with their servitude. I think this can be
done. I think it has been done in the past. I think it could be done even more
effectively now because you can provide them with bread and circuses and you
can provide them with endless amounts of distractions and propaganda.”
George Carlin: “But there’s a reason, there’s a reason. There’s a reason for
this. There’s a reason education sucks and it is the same reason it will never
ever be fixed. Its never gonna get any better, don’t look for it. Be happy with
what you got, because the owners of this country don’t want that. They don’t
want a population of citizens capable of critical thinking. They don’t want
well informed, well educated people capable of critical thinking. They’re
not interested in that.”

Howard Beale: “We know things are bad, worse than bad. They’re crazy. Its
like everything everywhere is going crazy so we don’t go out anymore. We sit in
the house and slowly the world were living in is getting smaller and all we say
is please at least leave us alone in our living rooms.
June 12, 2009 is the day—so says Congress--that America is supposed to switch
nationwide to Digital TV. Please read the article: “Digital T.V. Beware! – The
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Sound of Silence”. The silent sound waves, which will be coming into your
homes, are designed technologically to make you docile, controllable, and
mind-programmed into a state of being hypnotized and mind-dead. It is
designed to make you lie down like a dog and let their evil take you over body,
soul and spirit, and make you no more than a “biological unit” in the “world
brain”. But it is also designed to keep you from knowing anything that the
world elite are doing to you until it is too late. It appears that the UK and
Australia will also switch to D-TV this summer, and Switzerland and the EU
have already done it. It is a global thing.
The late great Lester Sumeral said that Father spoke to him: “The T.V. is
Abaddon”—the destroyer king of the pit. It definitely has the spirit of the
Destroyer, and indeed is a major destroyer of the mind, the emotions, the will,
and the spirit of mankind to fight wrong. It is a gateway to the demonic world.
I used to think it was OK to keep it in the house to get the news and
documentaries, or to use to watch DVDs or videos. But, now we can watch
those via computer, and even project them on a screen so that all can see.
News and documentaries ??? – They are all controlled by the Illuminati-backed
media for mind control of the dummied-down--near brain-dead--citizens. The
news is the instrument to bring the world together under one false flag scare,
and so unite the world in a world government and to receive a world ruler (the
“beast”) The New Age occult teaching calls the beast, “the Dragon”, or “the
Feathered Serpent”—the Maya “Quetzacoatl”—the one coming to cleanse the
earth of all negative forces. Negative forces meaning Yahuweh’s servants.
To learn what has been done to the American people since at least the 1940s,
as well as to the people of the UK, EU, and other “free” nations, read: “Mind
Control, Hidden Manipulation, and the World Brain” and “Quiet Wars and Silent
Weapons”.
I ask why would the American government via Congress pass a bill that all
homes with TVs must have Digital by a certain time, and even issue coupons to
help families pay for their digital “box”? Think! Does your government really
care about how clear your T.V. reception is?
It is amazing how different the children and the parents are in families where
they do not have a T.V., where the children are home schooled, and they guard
the Torah of Yahuweh, and fellowship with like-minded people. There is such a
peace in their homes--order, stability, and security. The children have respect

for their parents and grandparents, respect for good authority, and respect for
Elohim. This is very rare among most children, and in most homes. The
divorce rate is up to 60% in America. People are selfish and self-centered.
They have been programmed to be so by the mass media.
To “condone” crookedness against the Plumb Line of the Torah (Instructions) of
Yahuweh, without any fear of Him, is to be “an accessory after the fact” – an
accomplice that “looks the other way” and “lets it slide”.
If you see wickedness/cruelty/meanness done to His servants by someone with
a religious mask who appears to be spiritual, but you learn by their “fruit” they
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are not, and you look the other way because you don’t want to get involved or
because you want to maintain a friendship with the perpetrators of the wrong,
you are no different than the Levite who walked past the beaten-up man on
the side of the road in the parable of the “Good Samaritan”. It is our
responsibility to find out the truth for ourselves, and stand by the truth!
He wants us to bring things to light. Hiding or defending wrong will only put
you in the path of His wrath. Will you stand with those who are slandered and
betrayed, Yahuweh’s set-apart ones, in the days ahead, or slither away in the
darkness to protect your own skin? If you can condone wickedness in the name
of “tolerance”, making excuses for the perpetrators, then you are a traitor to
Him and to His servants. You are as crooked to the Plumb Line as others who
hide behind their masks of respectability. You will easily betray His people,
with no feeling of guilt, in the days ahead, and feel self-righteous about it.
Yahuweh does not take well to those who won’t take a stand against wrong.
I Kings 18 tells the story of Eliyahu (Elijah) on Mt. Carmel. Eliyahu told the
people to get on one side or the other—Yahuweh’s side or Ba’al’s side. But,
today the majority would not side with one or the other—they would stand in
the middle, saying they supported both—that the priests of Ba’al were not bad,
they just had hard childhoods, their parents who didn’t love them, and we
should pray for them. The wishy washy Greek-style love of today that takes no
sides and has no loyalty to Yahuweh or His servants, is what John talks about in
Revelation 3:15-17—the lukewarm, mixture of hot and cold, will be vomited
out of Messiah’s mouth. Loyalty to Yahuweh’s Torah, to His servants, even to
so-called friends, is rare—very rare nowadays. In our world it is “ME FIRST”,
and “ME SECOND” AND “ME THIRD” and on and on. Whatever is good for ME is
good. But, the seeds you sow will be the crop you reap. (Galatians 6:7)
Those who won’t take a stand against wrong today will be the betrayers in the
days to come. Beware: The days of betrayal are here now. (Please read the
article: “Betrayal” for examples of what is to come)
Ref: LayDownLife.com Article #45) Betrayal (A Major end time plague—
February 26, 2007) 3/7/2007 URL:
http://www.laydownlife.net/yedidah/word/Betrayal.doc

Many enjoy watching sin in their own house, calling it not only entertainment,
but “good entertainment”. There is almost no discernment. Yet, we are
commanded to “try the spirits”, to discern between good and evil. Picking and
choosing what commandments to keep, or not to keep, is part of the rebellious
lifestyle of the crooked. Most people do not know they are crooked, and if
someone who lives the Plumb Line is around them too long, they react with
vengeance to get rid of them because they cannot tolerate the Plumb Line.
Most people, who appear to be good and sincere believers, actually fight to
defend what Yahuweh calls abomination.
Most let their children watch cartoons with occult, pagan, mystic things in
them, with talking animals, violence, sexual innuendos, witchcraft, and worldly
Luciferic teaching in general, and call it “family entertainment”. People are
blinded to the evil. They are blinded to the multitudes of Luciferic symbols
that adorn everything from clothes to baby diapers, to product Logos, to
church bulletins, to our dollar bill. There are no standards, absolutes or
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boundaries anymore, except what each individual decides to erect in their own
lifestyles for their own family. This is Christianity 101…do as thou wilt “the
Lord” will forgive you if you sin. But, “do as thou wilt” is the only law of Satan
for his followers.
Yahuweh demands that we walk in the Light as He is in the Light—then we can
see clearly what is true and what is not. (I John 1:5, 7) Yahuweh demands
that we be set-apart from the world, the lusts of the flesh and the kingdom of
darkness, as He is set-apart. (Leviticus 11, 19, 20, I Peter 1:16) He says that
unless we are set-apart we won’t see Him (Hebrews 12:14). He says that
unless we are pure of heart we will not see Him (Matthew 5:8). He says that if
we are His children we must be more set-apart than ever, now. (Revelation
22:11) Christianity is based on “do as thou wilt” – only believe and you’ll go to
heaven; Jesus loves you and He overlooks your “mistakes”. This is pure
Greco/Roman, Persian, Egyptian, and Babylonian sun god thinking.
Yet, the real Messiah Yahushua of Israel said that unless we are taught by the
Father and have learned, we cannot come to Him. (John 6:44-45) He says
that unless we guard His commandments, we do not love Him, nor can the
Father love us. (John 14:16, 21-24) People read the Word, if they even read
it at all, with deceptive blinders on--with their deceived religious leader’s
teaching in their brain. We are to be taught by the Teacher—the Spirit of
Yahuweh, IF we want to know pure truth.
“The fear of Yahuweh is the beginning of wisdom”. (Psalm 111:10) Few have
wisdom, because very, very, very few fear Him at all! The Teddy Bear God
who hands out lollypops to all who “pray the prayer” of Christianity is not the
real One of the Word. Once you begin to study the Word with the Teacher, He
will open your eyes to the Truth so that you might know the real Father and

the real Messiah of Israel. The King of the Kingdom to come will rule it “with a
rod of iron” and his servants will rule with Him, “with a rod of iron”.
By “study” I mean: Take the time to sit alone in His Presence without clocks
and watches to distract you, with paper and pen to record what He speaks to
your spirit, and go slowly through a whole book or a whole subject from
beginning to end, so that you get the whole picture as He sees it, and receive
personal instructions from Him. Look up word meanings in Hebrew. For
beginners especially, and mature students too, I recommend using James
Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible with Hebrew and Greek
Dictionaries, copyright PRIOR TO 1995. The 1995 edition is an abomination--a
whole new Greek text was created by the Gnostic, apostate translators of the
new Bible translations, like the NIV, to get away from the power of the Word-the power of the Truth. By using this Concordance, you can go through the
whole Word on any given subject, and study it in its completeness.
Turn off that satanic mind-programming device, which will become more
satanic with D-TV, more hypnotic, more controlling, and get into His Word,
that will set you free (John 8:31-32, 36).
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To know the real Father and Son, you have to read the Prophets (Isaiah to
Malachi) – more than in any other place He reveals His true personality—the
blend of anger, wrath, and compassion, justice and mercy with loving kindness.
He reveals His broken heart at having to punish His children, but He must. This
personality is demonstrated also in the Revelation, for it is the revelation of
Messiah Yahushua to His servants, to whom He tells what is to come.
Many so-called “believers” enjoy watching sin (crookedness, apostasy,
transgression—revolt, rebellion—against His Torah) and call it a good movie, or
a good story. If you can watch transgression (rebellion, revolt, apostasy, sin)
against the purity of Yahuweh’s Torah without feeling, then you are in great
danger with Him. Most people, including sincere believers, watch people
acting out sin, non-married couples sleeping with each other, homosexuals,
thieves, murderers, etc., and call that “normal”. Our culture is a Luciferic
culture, based on Luciferic principles. If you condone evil, then you have no
fear of Yahuweh, nor do you really know Him. He will not condone sin. We are
children of Light. Light by its very nature cannot allow darkness to approach it
without it dispelling it. What you take in will come out. He is all Light, and in
Him is no darkness. If you are a child of light, you protect yourself as much as
possible from bombardment by the kingdom of darkness. With most, there is
no personal responsibility taken to defend His Torah, though they may do their
spiritual duties with their congregation. “Religion” after all, in our culture, is
a personal thing, and people create their belief systems from what they
condone in their lifestyle.
Ephesians 5:1-14 with my inserts in italics: “Become, then, imitators of Elohim
as beloved children. And walk in love as Messiah also has loved us and gave
Himself for us—a gift and an offering to Elohim for a sweet-smelling fragrance.

But, whoring and all uncleanness, or greed of gain, let it not even be named
among you as is proper among the set-apart ones, (There go the soap operas
and the game shows!) neither filthiness, nor foolish talking (there goes most
T.V. programming, advertisements, Opera Winfrey and Jerry Springer), nor
course jesting (there goes Jay Leno and most sitcoms), which are not fitting,
but rather thanksgiving. For this you know, that no one who whores, or is
unclean, or is greedy of gain, who is an idolater, has any inheritance in the
Kingdom of Messiah and Elohim.
Let no one deceive you with empty words for because of these things the wrath
of Elohim comes upon the sons of disobedience (disobedience to His eternal
Torah/instructions). THEREFORE DO NOT BECOME PARTAKERS WITH THEM.
For you were once darkness, but now you are light in the Master. WALK AS
CHILDREN OF LIGHT, for the fruit of the Spirit is in all goodness and
righteousness and truth, proving what is well pleasing to the Master. AND
HAVE NO FELLOWSHIP with the fruitless works of darkness BUT RATHER
REPROVE THEM. For it is a shame even to speak of what is done by them in
secret. But all matters, being reproved, are manifested by the light, for
whatever is manifested is light.
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People might say after watching violence, murder, abuse, sexual sin, “I don’t
do that”. No, not outwardly, but if one condones it – allows it to be taken in
through the eyes and ears into their soul (mind, will, emotions, reasoning
power) --then it will change their personality to overlook sin.
The “Local news”, as well as Internet main pages, are filled with bizarre
tragedies—shockers to the mind and spirit—because they want to break down
your resistance to evil, and cause you to accept the most perverted evil
without flinching. T.V.’s purpose is to make you dulled to wrong. Bizarre
stories and pictures are designed to break down your love of good, and instill a
lust for evil. Sex is everywhere you look – and it is hard to shield the mind
from the bombardment we are getting, but we must do our best to turn it off.
These bombardments are to get you so sexually minded that you are consumed
with lust—totally taken over—which leads to Satanism. The media is constantly
bombarding your flesh with mind programming as to what you “need” to be
socially acceptable, and even sexy. Therefore, selfishness and selfcenteredness begins with early childhood and continues through adulthood.
For though one does not outwardly do something evil, still their mind receives
the wrong and condones it, making one an accessory to evil—an approver of it.
The media is also designed to make following Yahuweh’s Word undesirable.
Most people have no desire to read or study the Word—let alone with Him.
But, the more set-apart to Yahuweh one is by the “washing of the Word” and
obedience, the more pure of heart they become, and the more unbearable sin
becomes, and the more the evil on T.V. becomes intolerable, and the more sin
against Yahuweh becomes unbearably intolerable.

The pure of heart cannot stand to be around the demonic spirits that flow
freely through the T.V., Internet, or movie gateways. The pure of heart are
tormented in the presence of the Cyclops! The chairs are usually nicely
arranged in witch’s coven style, so that all face the mind-programmer in their
house—making the “idiot box” an idol, a god. In fact, the pure of heart—the
set-apart ones—are effected by demonic spirits that torment them when
around things that are not right in Father’s eyes. They cannot tolerate the
demonizing that is happening to most of the American people. They react to
it, and spiritual warfare is constant now. The more pure you become, the
more evil torments you.
I recommend the Christian-produced movie, “Time Changer”, c. 2002, a Rich
Christiano Film. A man from the 1800s is transported into our time-period. His
reactions to what we call “normal” is amazing—excellent movie. The purity of
this man’s heart shows how far we’ve fallen since the 1800s. It’s a good movie
for your children to see, too.
The news is now a major mind-programmer. The False Flag--swine flu--is
creating fear throughout the world, yet it is just that—a false flag… something
the government has done, releasing a little of a test-tube-created flu, in order
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to bring about their hidden agenda of world economic collapse, the grounding
of air travel, and total takeover of the people.
Please read the articles: “False Flags” and “Fear Tactics” for clear
understanding of what’s going on in the Spring of 2009 in the U.S.A. Then go to
the article “Pandemic Killer Bird Flu” and see what they are saying blatantly up
front, giving you exactly what their agenda is, but framing it in a nice little
package of “It’s for your good”. Don’t listen to fear tactics! Think! There are
6.4 billion people on this planet, and this flu, by their own admission, is like
most other flu, and curable. Yet, they are trying to spread worldwide panic.
Human beings without Yahuweh are very stupid, making monkeys look smarter.
If I am in a house where the T.V. is on for very long, I become nervous and
have dreams with intense stories, including people, places and things that I’ve
never seen or heard before. The “spirit of stories” – fantasy – rides through the
gateway of the T.V.
The powers of evil are waging a silent war against us, with silent weapons, like
the spirit of fantasy that prevails against the spirit of Truth. Most people see
the world through fantasy, and are in denial to reality.
Isaiah 59:14-15 “Truth has fallen in the streets…”
Do not get a digital box. Do not allow the Cyclops to control your life or your
family’s life. It is best to get rid of it. It is little more now than Luciferic. If
you don’t see it as this, it is because your mind has been programmed to

receive the Luciferic and reject the thinking of Yahuweh. If you fail to see the
crookedness all around you, then you have left a door open in your own life to
the evil ones, and you yourself have become crooked. Crooked people, no
matter how nice they appear, always condone other crooked people! When the
crookedness is exposed, instead of repenting and stopping whatever it is that
displeases Yahuweh, they fight for the right to continue in their rebellion.
World witchcraft and the Jezebel spirit, and all its tentacles, have risen to
incredibly high heights, and the characteristics of rebellion, stubbornness, and
apostasy against truth are blatant for those who can see clearly.
Back in the 1950s, in sitcoms, families actually prayed over their meals, and
dad knew best. There was respect for parents and grandparents, and good
sound advice for raising children. Today the elderly are mocked, and children
rise up in rebellion against their parents. If you have to be entertained, watch
DVD reruns of Father Knows Best, or Leave it to Beaver, Laurel and Hardy, or
Abbot and Costello, or The Andy Griffith Show, on your computer. Don’t watch
anything that Messiah Yahushua can’t sit and watch with you! The 1956 version
of The Ten Commandments is also a good one, or the 1959 version of Ben Hur.
But, break yourself from the childish mentality of having to be entertained.
Your time is valuable now. “Redeem the time, for the days are evil”. There is
good sound Scriptural study material on DVD now, as well as good
documentaries. But, I do not listen to those who do not guard the Torah, with
His love. I do not listen to anyone who is speculating or giving opinions, or
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purporting doctrines that are Christian or Jewish based. Choose well. Let the
Spirit of Yahuweh constantly guide your decisions into all Truth.
Romans 12:2: “And do not be conformed to this world, but be transformed by
the renewing of your mind, so that you prove what is that good and wellpleasing and perfect will of Elohim”.
Ya’cob (James) 4:4: “Adulterers and adulteresses! Do you not know that
friendship with the world is enmity with Elohim? Whoever therefore intends
to be a friend of the world makes himself an enemy of Elohim”.
How many believers have made themselves enemies of Elohim without knowing
it? Get into the Word, read whole books at a time. Learn the rules of the
Kingdom and practice them before its too late, and you get “Depart from Me, I
never knew you…” from Messiah.
Excerpts from I John 2:3-6, 15-17: “And by this we know that we know Him,
IF we guard His commandments. The one saying `I know Him’ and does not
guard His commands, is a liar, and the truth is not in him. But, whoever guards
His Word, truly the love of Elohim has been perfected in him. The one who says
he stays in Him ought himself to walk, even as He walked…Do not love the
world, or that which is in the world…the world is passing away and the lusts of
it, but the one doing the desire of Elohim remains forever”.

The more you fill yourself up with the Word, the more it can wash you clean
and keep you clean. When the mind is full of the Word, it aligns without
fighting with the re-born spirit, which is filled with the Spirit of Yahuweh.
Once your mind, emotions, and will--your soul--aligns with your perfected reborn spirit, then purity and set-apartness will be the result, and you will see
things far different than the majority of the world's people. You will see as
Yahuweh and Yahushua see things. You will learn how They think and reason.
You will be totally removed from what the world system calls acceptable.
Learn what is acceptable and not acceptable in the Kingdom that is soon
coming. You don’t want to offend the coming King! Search out the Truth—and
stand loyally by it. Learn to stand up for what is right!
Use your time to reach others with warnings and encouragement, and with the
Good News of the coming Kingdom. Use your time to write personal letters,
write blogs for the Internet, send out articles and prophetic news updates to
those who need to hear truth, study the current events that match the
Prophetic Word perfectly. Visit the widows and orphans, reach out to the
poor, start a Scripture study in your home, meet often with like believers who
are pure of heart. Take a trip to Israel.
The King is coming – the Day approaches – but before that we have about six
years of night left—and it is getting darker. Spend much time in His Presence
in prayer – and pray with your family and friends if they’ll let you. Prepare
yourself to stand, to overcome, to endure to the end, and help prepare others.
Get to know Him very well so that you avoid any stress or fear. If you know
someone well, you can trust them, and they can trust you.
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Always remember: Isaiah 41:10, “Fear Not, for I am with you”… Go to war
against fear of man or devils. The recent article “Fear Operates in the
Unknown – Faith Operates in the Known” is for you.
Shalom and blessings, joy and victory to those being set-apart,
Yedidah
May 6, 2009
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